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Putting the needs of creators first and 
foremost, Pleasure Network is creating safe 
and inclusive adult platforms, all powered by 
Pleasure Coin $NSFW.       

Pleasure platforms maximize the “creator to fan 
experience” with fresh, innovative tools that are designed 
to promote meaningful interaction. Fans will have direct 
connection with their favorite models through exclusive, 
creator-controlled platforms, allowing creators and users 
to unite, all within a safe and entertainer-driven 
ecosystem.  Many platforms, one coin fueling them all!

Utilizing the Pleasure Coin $NSFW 

Mission



The adult industry, since inception, has consistently pioneered 
innovative solutions, being responsible for the mass adoption of 
new technologies...  

The adult industry pushed adoption from VHS to Blu-ray to internet streaming, 
however as centralized web 2.0 solutions enter the market, adult creators are still 
reliant on traditional payment processors. This forces creators to be beholden to 
traditional banking solutions, incurring high fees, chargebacks, payment  
cancellations, and account closures

The adult industry has grown from studio-controlled content to creator-controlled 
content, however, the payment options for creator-controlled content are still 
controlled and dictated by large corporations. 

Pleasure Network aims to achieve true individual content creator control of their 
content and payment, by utilizing the $NSFW token across the decentralized 
Pleasure Network platforms.

The Problem



An utility token, usable within an ecosystem of creator focused 
applications.

The power of $NSFW utilized within Pleasure Network’s Web 3 ecosystem will 
ensure content creators are compensated for their content, without the risk of 
chargebacks or frozen accounts. 

This also provides the users of Pleasure Network’s platforms a level of anonymity 
and freedom in supporting their favorite creators, without releasing personally 
identifying information, creating a safe and secure ecosystem. 

With $NSFW token powering all of Pleasure Network’s current and future adult 
platforms, we are building a fully self-sustaining adult ecosystem, while offering 
content creators better or greater control over their content and users more 
anonymity as well as security in supporting their favorite creators.

The Solution: Pleasure Coin ($NSFW) 



Dapp.pleasurenifty.com is the upgraded version of 
our previous NFT marketplace "xxxNifty", offering a 
WEB 3.0 experience with multi-chain minting, rarity 
tools, and a dynamic marketplace for original and 
secondary NFT sales. Join us and unlock the full 
potential of our enhanced platform!

Applications: PleasureNifty

● PleasureNifty represents the latest iteration of Pleasure 
Network's NFT Marketplace, setting the stage for future growth 
and innovation.

● The introduction of white label sales on this platform will create 
additional revenue streams, driving increased profitability for 
Pleasure Network and enabling reduced fees for our creators.

● As part of our roadmap, all Pleasure Network platforms will 
eventually integrate with this Web3 Marketplace.



Pleasure Network is bringing together the finest features from existing 
platforms, creating a new and innovative way for fans and creators to 
connect in the present time. Pleasurely.com is the go-to platform for 
fans and creators to interact, share content, and drive utility to the 
token.

Applications: Pleasurely Social Platform

Live Streaming [Q4 2023]
Connect with your favorite entertainers live in an 
adult friendly environment, including nude 
gameplay, instructional videos, masturbation, cosplay 
and more. All in one location.

Direct Messaging [Q2 2023]
1 to 1 private chat with your favorite adult stars.

Subscriptions [Live]
Subscribe to your favorite stars to stay up to date with 
all their latest updates and posts.

Tipping [Live]
Tip your favorite creators in $NSFW.

Payments [Live]
All payments on the platform will be in 
$NSFW, driving the ultimate utility to the 
token as well as ensuring that content 
creators are paid without chargeback.

And More!
Explore our comprehensive roadmap to 
discover the exciting future ahead for 
Pleasurely!



The Adult MetaVerse!   

Applications: Pleasureland

Pink Tower: The 1st building in Pleasureland. Housing 3105 
Shagpad NFT assets. Play, design, party and have sex in your 
pad. Or rent out your space & earn $NSFW.  It’s your personal 
space in Pleasureland.

Pink Pass: Giving you decision making power, beta access, 
social rewards, & will be a business license in Pleasureland. 
Only 690 Pink passes minted. The Pink Pass will be worth its 
weight in GOLD

Pink Dolls: Only 1380 Pink dolls will be minted. Party with & 
have sex with your pink dolls or earn $NSFW while others 
have fun with them.

**Visit Pinktower.app for the roadmap & to purchase 
Pleasureland NFT assets**

http://pinktower.app


Pleasure Coin is an ERC-20 token on the 
Polygon chain, for low transaction fees & fast 
transaction speed. These processing speeds 
go up to 65 000 TPS (transactions per 
second), which tops VISA and Mastercard, 
added in with extremely fast block 
finalization of less than 2 seconds. This 
makes Polygon the perfect Layer 2 scaling 
solution for the Pleasure Network to operate 
and flourish in.

Why Pleasure Coin?



Tokenomics
Total Supply 69,000,000,000 $NSFW
Circulating Supply 44,950,247,977 $NSFW

Contract Address (Polygon - MATIC): 
0x8f006d1e1d9dc6c98996f50a4c810f17a47fbf19

       

Staking
Stake for 12 week intervals & earn rewards at
https://staking.nsfwpay.com/

 Buy on HitBTC

 Buy on CoinTiger

Buy on QuickSwap

Buy on FloozTrade

https://polygonscan.com/address/0x8f006d1e1d9dc6c98996f50a4c810f17a47fbf19
https://staking.nsfwpay.com/
https://quickswap.exchange/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x8f006D1e1D9dC6C98996F50a4c810F17a47fBF19
https://hitbtc.com/nsfw-to-usdt
https://www.cointiger.com/en-us/#/trade_center?coin=nsfw_usdt
https://flooz.trade/wallet/0x8f006d1e1d9dc6c98996f50a4c810f17a47fbf19?network=polygon


Roadmap [Page 1]
Q2 2023

◯ V1 PleasureGuide Education Platform launch
◯ Pleasurely V1 Direct Messaging launch
◯ Pinkdoll Metaverse Reveal VIP BETA + Beta launch
◯ PleasureNifty Digital Asset Marketplace 

improvements for Metaverse, Phygital NFT’s 
integrations across our major brands

◯ Strip Club Prototype Unveil for PinkPass Holders 
(Level 1 Business Licenses)

◯ Central Buy Swap for $NSFW purchasing on 
Pleasureland, PleasureNifty+PleasureCoin

◯ Merchandise Store Launch
◯ $NSFW Exchange Listings
◯ Unique $NSFW Token utility release
◯ Integration of Web 2.0 to Web 3.0 initiatives (V1)
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & AMA collaborations
◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 

$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth

Q3 2023

◯ V2 PleasureGuide Education Platform launch
◯ Pleasurely V2 Direct Messaging
◯ Pleasurely Subscription Tiers+Auto Renewals
◯ $NSFW Exchange Listings
◯ Fiat Onboarding into PleasureLand
◯ Developmental campaigns for Gamification and 

Metaverse Advertising
◯ Fiat/CC Integrations for Pleasurely to purchase 

$NSFW
◯ Creator-Investor Staking Rewards Program with 

Gamification
◯ Integration of Web 2.0 to Web 3.0 initiatives (V2)
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 

collaborations
◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 

$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth



Roadmap [Page 2]
Q4 2023

◯ Crypto/Adult Conventions for Brand Awareness
◯ TechTree release + Pleasureland Community Voting 

Platform
◯ Strategic Gaming Partnerships for Web 2.0 to Web 

3.0 and Adult Metaverse
◯ Integration of Web 2.0 to Web 3.0 initiatives (V3)
◯ $NSFW Exchange Listings
◯ Pleasurely featured creator advertising system
◯ Pleasurely Live Streaming/Webcamming
◯ Level 2+ Business licences/new business 

opportunities in PleasureLand
◯ Crypto+Adult Conventions for building Brand 

Awareness + Traffic
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 

collaborations
◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 

$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth

Q1 2024

◯ PinkTower Grand Opening
◯ Digital Magazines/Pleasure Pages
◯ Pleasurely Metadata Tagging feature
◯ Pleasurely Referrals/Affiliates Program
◯ $NSFW Default token integration for Adult Gaming 

Industry
◯ Crypto+Adult Conventions for building Brand 

Awareness + Traffic
◯ Creator Ambassador Rewards Program
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 

collaborations
◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 

$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth



Roadmap [Page 3]
Q2 2024

◯ Beta Multiplayer gaming test experience 
environment for PleasureLand

◯ Crypto+Adult Conventions for building Brand 
Awareness + Traffic

◯ $NSFW Exchange Listings
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 

collaborations
◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 

$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth

Q3 2024

◯ (NSFWPAY) for $NSFW added utility as a central 
payment currency

◯ V1 Multiplayer gaming experience environment for 
PleasureLand

◯ Introduction to Pleasure Chain and community 
voting on various topics within it

◯ Pleasurely Creator Wishlists + Adult Gifting 
Platform

◯ Pleasurely 1-on-1 Phone Call Feature
◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 

$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 

collaborations



Roadmap [Page 4]
Q4 2024

◯ Development of Pleasure Chain and presenting of 
opportunities within it

◯ NSFWPAY collaborations, utilisation, and 
integrations across various platforms

◯ V2 Multiplayer gaming experience environment for 
PleasureLand

◯ Pleasure Awards Live Event with exclusive 
privileges for Gold Members

◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 
collaborations

◯ Crypto+Adult Conventions for building Brand 
Awareness + Traffic

◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 
$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty

◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 
onboarding+token growth

◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 
collaborations

Q1 2025

◯ Continued development of Pleasure Chain
◯ NSFWPAY collaborations, utilization, and 

integrations across various platforms
◯ Large-scale use of multiplayer PleasureLand as the 

ultimate adult gaming/gamification crypto 
platform

◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 
collaborations

◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for 
$NSFW, Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty

◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 
onboarding+token growth

◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA 
collaborations



Roadmap [Page 5]
Q2 2025

◯ Pleasure Network brand commercial product launches
◯ Pleasurely mass creator on-site support systems
◯ Pleasurely Fan Rewards Program
◯ Pleasure Chain strategic partnership collaborations
◯ NSFWPAY collaborations, utilization, and integrations 

across various platforms
◯ Large-scale use of multiplayer PleasureLand as the 

ultimate adult gaming/gamification crypto platform
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA collaborations
◯ Marketing campaigns (Crypto, PR, Global) for $NSFW, 

Pleasurely, Pleasureland, PleasureNifty
◯ Strategic partnerships for mass creator 

onboarding+token growth
◯ Podcasts, Twitter Spaces, & select AMA collaborations



Meet the Team
This amazing team is made up of 40+ individuals, consisting of artists, 

developers, and designers. Most of which were chosen from our 
community, based on their proven skills, crypto savviness, & 

trustworthiness.

 Another 20+ community moderators spread amongst Main Telegram 
chat, 8 Language group chats, creator chats, collector chats & Discord. 
That’s what makes this team & community so unique and family-like. 

When you enter our community, it’s a different type of vibe, and you can 
feel that right away. 

We welcome you to our Pleasure Network Family!



Pleasure Coin ($NSFW)

Connect with us

Pleasure Network website
Pleasurenet.com

Pleasure Coin ($NSFW) website
Pleasurecoin.com

Pleasure Nifty NFT Marketplace
www.dapp.pleasurenifty.com

Pleasurely
Pleasurely.com

PleasureLand 
Pleasureland.com 

Telegram: t.me/pleasurecoin_crypto

Discord: https://discord.gg/pleasurenetwork

Twitter: twitter.com/Pleasure_coin

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/pleasure-coin/

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/pleasure-coin

Pleasure Network links Pleasure Coin ($NSFW) Social channels

Send us an email
hello@pleasurenet.com

Instagram: www.instagram.com/pleasure_network/

http://pleasurenet.com
http://pleasurecoin.com
http://www.pleasurenifty.com
http://pleasurely.com
http://pleasureland.com
http://t.me/pleasurecoin_crypto
https://discord.gg/pleasurenetwork
http://twitter.com/Pleasure_coin
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/pleasure-coin/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/pleasure-coin
mailto:hello@pleasurenet.com
https://www.instagram.com/pleasure_network/

